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 Abstract:  

Various scheduling algorithms have been proposed for scheduling of task that too within prescribe deadline. In real-t ime systems 

deadline is of prime importance. PCTS algorithm is designed which considers type of task into output of system and also respects 

precedence constraint on homogeneous architecture. Processing platform has witness huge change. Current trend revolves around 

heterogeneous multi-core processors which have multiple processing units known as cores, which differ within themselves on the 

parameters of speed, frequency, voltage level etc. Various scheduling algorithm are also being designed which are for multi-core 

processors but either on independent task or on dependent task. On the other hand new approaches have been proposed towards 

operating system to explo it the processing power of multi-core processor. One such approach is of having operating system having 

multip le kernels instead of having single kernel operating system. Mult ikernel OS defers from single kernel OS in terms of number 

of kernels. Need of hour is to explo it the processing power of heterogeneous mult i-core processors which varies in processing 

power and in turn enables scheduling policy to schedule ready tasks for execution in concurrent manner. Scheduling policy also 

must respect constraint laid on the system while scheduling tasks and also must accommodate both tasks i.e. Independent and 

Dependent task. Moreover another approach towards operating system such as OS having mult ikernel must be looked upon to 

increase performance and scalability as core count is increasing. Proposed scheduling algorithm is simulated on heterogeneous 

quad core processor. Performance is analyzed on the parameters of average waiting time and average turnaround time. Results are 

compared with PCTS algorithm. Results on the basis of case studies performed shows 5-10% increase in average waiting t ime.  
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I. INTRO DUCTION  

 

For the past 40 years, the transistor/semi-conductor density 

has roughly doubled every 18 months as observed by 

Gordon Moore. Also, since 1980s, the processor clock speed 

has increased about 30% every year. The microprocessor 

vendors improved their silicon technology to go faster and 

faster until early 2000s. However, during this time, they 

realized that the clock speed has hit a wall since it started 

violating the principles of fundamental physics. Although 

computing power increases linearly with the clock speed, the 

power density increases with the square or cube. In 

multiprocessor real-time systems, there are several 

processors available upon which these jobs may execute: all 

the processors operate at the same speed in identical 

multiprocessors, while d ifferent processors may operate at 

different speeds in uniform heterogeneous mult iprocessors. 

Multikernel architecture for mult icore processor can improve 

utilizat ion of cores and performance of system can be 

improved[1].  
  

Overview  
 

This dissertation, proposes combined scheduling 

policy which schedules task set which includes dependent 

tasks and independent tasks as each of this type is equally 

important for complete systems performance. Furthermore 

proposed algorithm deals with heterogeneous multi-core 

platform which is heterogeneous on the basis of computing 

power managed by multikernel OS. A lgorithm has two 

major phases. 
 

1. Admission Controller  
 In this phase Admission Controller does analysis of 

tasks according to its type as dependency is there or not with 

other individual task in the task set if dependency is 

encountered task set and subsequently tasks are treated into 

different way on the basis of what type of processor cores 

the  architecture has along with it. This phase is static as the 

classification is done pre-runtime.    
 

2. Scheduling Strategy 
                                          

 
Figure 3.1: Hybrid Scheduling Algori thm 

 

The number of kernels is equal to number of cores. One 

kernel acts as master kernel which manages       and rest 
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of kernels act as slave kernels. One kernel manages one core 

[5]. As mention above proposed algorithm has two phases, 

admission controlling and scheduling strategy. Admission 

controller does classification which does all the related 

computations on     . Therefore no task is scheduled 

at     . In the end of document performance is evaluated by 

simulating proposed algorithm on identical quad 

heterogeneous core processors and comparing results with 

PCTS algorithm [6] which considers contribution of each 

task and respects the precedence constraints on multicore 

multi-kernel architecture.  
  

For multiprocessor real-time systems, several processors 

available upon which jobs may execute: all the processors 

operate at the same speed in identical multiprocessors, while 

different processors may operate at different speeds in 

uniform heterogeneous mult iprocessors.  

 

A heterogeneous mult iprocessor platform is a computer 

system where,  
(i) Not all processors are of the same type  
 

(ii) The execut ion time of a task depends on the processor on 

which it executes.  
 

Given theme offers a plan to use chip computer with 

different types of processors located on same chip. 

Processing Units are on same chip  but they are different 

from each other on the basis of processing power. 

Heterogeneous core processors having different processing 

powers; high processing power core, slow processing power 

core, and average processing power core which is average in 

processing speed as compared with other high and slow 

processing power cores.  
 

3.1.2 Constraints  
 In real-time systems most of the systems contains 

dependent as well as independent tasks. Tasks which are 

independent are independent on the basis of operation type; 

these tasks do not share its partial or complete results with 

any other tasks and do not provide the same for others. 

Dependent tasks in system are tasks those needs to share its 

partial o r complete result     
  

Representing one heterogeneous four core architecture 

where two cores        and       are high processing power 

cores along with more cache capacity  levels identified  by  . 

Where       is reserved for Master Kernel activ ities, which 

controls the admission control block activit ies as it is a 

majorly important task. If admission control block of any 

real-t ime system completes its execution efficiently and fast 

then the system will definitely get improved over its total 

performance.       is another core with high processing 

power with more cache levels identified as high processing 

core  . High priority tasks with more number of associated 

tasks as predecessors or successors with lower or closer 

deadline needs to be get executed as faster as task can, these 

type of tasks can get execution on. One average capacity 

core      among all four cores labeled as  , with average 

processing power with average level of cache.   will execute 

dependent tasks with min imum connectivity with successors 

and predecessors  it is also having relatively enough long 

deadline. Last         is a small core with s mall processing 

power along with small cache level capacity labeled as  . 

Tasks with long deadlines and nature of independency in 

execution can complete execution on  .  

Table No. 3.1: Specification of Cores  

Core  Label  Specification  

Core 0 H High processing power and more level 

of cache. “Reserve for Master Kernel”  
Core 1 H High processing power and more level 

of cache. 
Core 2 A Average processing power and cache 

Core 3 S Small p rocessing power and cache 

Table no. 3.1 can show short justification of Specificat ions 

used in four heterogeneous core processors managed by 

multikernel architecture where each processor is having 

different operating/executing power along with different 

cache. 

 Categorization of tasks into dependent and 

independent tasks : 

 As discussed real-time systems tasks set has 

dependent as well as independent tasks. If graph of such task 

set is drowned it will be a Directed Acyclic Graph but it will 

also have some not connected nodes. The graph G will have 

many nodes but few of them will not have associated links 

with other nodes. G will have total N nodes but among N 

nodes NI nodes will represents Independent nodes, whereas 

ND will represents Dependent nodes, E will be set of 

directed edges in G.  

 

Where, 

 

 = Set of nodes  

 = Set of dependent nodes in  

 = Set of independent nodes in  

 = Set of Edges  

3.1.4 System Model 
This dissertation focuses on periodic task 

represented by     which belongs to task set such that      T.  

Task    is characterized by (  ,   ,   ,      ) where    

represents the minimum time units after  which task can be 

invoked again.    represents absolute deadline for task    on 

or before which task should get executed,    is execution 

time and    is number o f successor task for task        is 

number of preceded task for task   . This dissertation 

considers (     ) and (       ). 
 

3.2 Proposed Work  
  This dissertation proposes scheduling algorithm for 

periodic tasks, which can be scheduled on heterogeneous 

multi-core processors having multikenel OS in non-

preemptive manner. Therefore once task is allocated to 

processing unit, it cannot be interrupted till it gets totally 

executed. Proposed algorithm is hybrid algorithm which 

classifies the tasks of task set in two ways dependent and 

independent and determines strategy for allocating task to 

elig ible processing unit i.e. core among variety of cores 

depending on capacity of performance on heterogeneous  

multi-core processor. The general view of scheduling policy 

is as shown in Fig. 3.3 
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Figure 3.3: Block Diagram 

In classification phase it has to be consider that 

architecture has three cores for execution of tasks as one 

higher core is reserved for master kernel; remaining three 

cores are High-Average-Small in computing power along 

with cache levels. According to the task graph tasks having 

dependency and no dependency are treated separately. In 

dependent type if any task is having no predecessor task but 

it is having successor task then it must be initial node/task in 

the task set. Initial nodes must have higher priority. Tasks 

having predecessors as well as successors they must have 

high or second high priority. Tasks having only predecessors 

no successors are less priority tasks. But these criteria is not 

enough to decide priority because real-time constraints has 

to be taken into consideration. Task having quicker deadline 

must be taken into consideration first. If at any single level 

in the graph of dependent tasks two task; the task with 

quicker deadline must get relatively fast execution for better 

performance. In independent type no other task is dependent 

on current task, so if it is having no quicker deadline the 

priority can be less as compared to the independent quicker 

deadline task. 
Tasks with higher priority must get execution on 

the highest capacity core H, if H core is not available then 

the task must get allocation of A core which is the average 

capacity core. Task with low priority can get execution on 

slow capacity core S or A if availab le. Intermediate results 

from other preceded task are assumed to be passed by 

message passing. Moreover the intermediate results from the 

preceded task fin ishing last will be in data structures of that 

particular core, this is added advantage as intermediate 

results can be locally access else task is subjected to allocate 

to other core which is id le and all the intermediate results are 

passed to the task via message passing.  

 
I. Admission Controller 
 Admission Control dose analysis on total tasks in 

the task set  . It keeps track of relat ive dead line as well as 

absolute deadline. Classification is done by Dependent and 

Independent tasks. 

 

Independent Task Set represented by  ; whereas 

Dependent Task Set    

 

 

 

 
For elements in Independent tasks    deadline and 

required execution time are required parameters for 

scheduling of set   . The execution of Dependent tasks 

  every tasks deadline, required execution time, preceded 

task identification and successor tasks identification must be 

done at admission controller.  
II. Scheduling strategy 
 Assignment of task to the core is done at run time 

depending upon precedence of task, successors of task and 

availability of processing unit i.e. core. Decision regarding 

allocation of task to eligible core is taken on the basis of 

scheduling strategy by the scheduler of master kernel. Task 

is propagated to eligible processing unit for execution from 

scheduler of master kernel H or A or S. Once task is 

allocated to particular core, task is not migrated to any other 

core. All the tasks are executed in non-preemptive manner 

which means task once allocated to processing unit cannot 

be interrupted till its complet ion.   
 

Assumptions, Policy, Notations and Pseudo Code  
Assumptions  

 Only one instance of each task is executed per 

period in non-preemptive manner.  
 Task set can be represented by graph where 

independent nodes shows independent tasks and 

dependent as Directed Acyclic Graph regarding 

the precedent tasks and successors. 

 All cores are heterogeneous i.e. different in nature.  
 Intercommunication among tasks is done by 

message passing. 

       is managed by master kernel and all the 

computations regarding classification by 

admission controller. Therefore no task executes 

at     . 
 All the tasks are single threaded. 
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Policy 

 Select tasks which has no precedent ; assign it to   

 Check Successor and Preceded tasks of given task 

   ;  

 Then assign to eligible core   or   

 Meanwhile Independent tasks   will be assigned to 

idle core. 

 Task having quicker relat ive deadline is assigned to 

fastest available core.  

 Task having no quicker deadline, no Preceded tasks 

and no Successor task as well; assign it to   

Table No. 3.2: Policy for scheduling 

Sr. Quicker Deadline  Precedence Successor Action 

1 YES NO YES H 

2 YES YES YES H  else  A 

3 YES YES NO H  else  A  else  S  

4 NO NO YES A  else  H  else  S  

5 NO YES YES A  else  S 

6 NO YES NO S  else  A 

7 YES NO NO H  else  A 

8 NO NO NO S 
 

Notations  

 

 

 
   =     task in   . 

  = last task in   . 

      =    core among cores. 

pre = number_of_preceded_task. 

   = preceded task. 

Set_flag_   = Boolean value for     core whether busy or 

idle. 
Setp_flag = Boolean value for all preceded task executed. 
 

Pseudo Code  

1. for task          
2. i=0 and l=1 

3. for       to       

4. set_flag_      

5. execute (        ) 
6. set_flag_      
7. end_for 
8. if    ≠    then 

9. Repeat statement 3-7 
10. End_for  

11. for task         
12. i=k=0 and l=1  
13. setp_flag = 0 
14. for k to pre  

15. if all preceded tasks    are execute1 then 
16. setp_flag = 1 
17. end_for 
18. if setp_flag = 1 then 

19. Check preceded task    with highest response time  

and   executed at       
20. if set_flag_   = 0 and setpflag =1 then 

21. execute (          ) 

22. set_falg_   = 1 
23. end_if 
24. else 

25.         
26. Repeat statement 20-27 

27. End_else 

28. if    ≠    then 
29. Repeat statement 13-30 
30. End_for 
 

Next evaluates performance of proposed algorithm by 

performing case studies and performance of proposed 

algorithm is analyzed with PCTS algorithm which is 

designed for precedence constraint task scheduling. 
 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION  
 This chapter evaluates performance of proposed 

algorithm and performance of proposed algorithm is 

analyzed with PCTS algorithm on the parameters of average 

wait ing time and average turnaround time.   
 

Real-time systems should give correct results in 

prescribed time known as deadline. In context of scheduling, 

task should execute on or before its deadline. If execution of 

tasks has to be done on or before deadline it is important that 

task should be assigned to processing unit i.e. core in timely  

manner. Therefore it can be noted that waiting time must be 

minimum. Also it is equally important that task should finish 

its execution after it is allocated to processing unit on or 

before deadline but not after deadline. Turnaround time 

parameter can be used to analyze that how much time task 

takes to execute once it is allocated to processing unit for 

execution.  
 

Evaluation of Case Studies  
Simulations of proposed scheduling policy are done 

on heterogeneous quad-core.      is managed by master 

kernel. Rests of cores are managed by slave kernels. All the 

computation regarding Admission Controller, system related 

arithmetic computations are done at      which is high 

computing capacity core, so no task will be executed 

at     . All the tasks in  task set will be scheduled to be 

executed on     ,     ,     i.e. H, A, S respectively 

depending upon the availability of core and scheduling 

policy. Performance of proposed policy is evaluated on the 

parameters of average waiting time and average turnaround 

time with PCTS scheduling algorithm. As PCTS algorithm 

also based on real time domain and focus on multicore 

multi-kernel p latform.  
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Case Study1: 

  

Figure 4.1:          

Task set in case study 1 comprises of seven tasks, 

of which       and       do not have any preceded tasks, 

whereas     ,     ,     ,       and      has 

preceded task over them.      and       has more than 

one preceded task over them which mean probability of 

execution is dependent on more than one task. 

     ,     ,      are independent tasks in the task set. 

Fig. 4.1 shows the tasks and the relationships among them 

for case study 1. 

Table 4.1: Details of Tasks for Case Study 1  

Task Execution Deadline Precidents  Successors 

A 3 5 0 1 

B 4 8 1 3 

C 4 11 1 0 

D 5 15 1 0 

E 5 15 1 1 

F 3 20 1 0 

G 2 6 0 0 

H 3 12 0 0 

I 2 8 0 0 
 

Table 4.1 shows parameter of tasks such as their 

deadline, execution, preceded tasks and successor tasks 

numbers are provided. Tasks which are not having any 

precidents or successors it shows that they are independent 

in type and they are scheduled according to their relat ive 

deadline and availability of core.   

 

Figure 4.2:  Task Allocation for Case Study 1  

Fig. 4.2 shows task allocation for Case Study 1 

which have task set comprising seven tasks. Each task is 

allocated to processing unit according to scheduling strategy. 

Task is allocated in non-preemptive manner to processing 

unit for the time units needed to get task executed. It can be 

seen that proposed algorithm respects the constraints of 

relation as well as deadline for each task.     
4.3 Performance Analysis  

Minimum waiting time for task ensures that it is 

allocated to processing unit in timely manner. Therefore 

wait ing time for task should be as less as possible.  

 

Figure 4.11: Average Waiting Time Comparison  
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Depicts the average waiting time comparison 

between PCD algorithm and proposed algorithm. It can be 

observed that average waiting time is significantly less for 

proposed algorithm compared to PCD algorithm. In case of 

case study 6 task structure average waiting time is equal to 

PCD algorithm due to precedence constraint problem tasks 

cannot be executed before its preceded task gets executed 

and in turn results into task executing on single core.  
Depicts average turnaround time comparison 

between PCTS algorithm and proposed algorithm. Average 

turnaround time should be minimum. It can be observed that 

average turnaround time is less compared to PCTS 

algorithm. Min imum turnaround time indicates that tasks are 

scheduled quickly and in turn it provides reliability of task 

executing on or before its deadline. In case of case study 2, 3 

and 4 it can be noted both PCTS and proposed algorithm 

have equal average turnaround time as in that case proposed 

algorithm allocated all the task to same core in non-

preemptive manner, which makes all other cores to remain  

idle and allocation similar to uniprocessor scheduling. 
Overall comparison is based on case studies 

performed. Table 1 shows analysis of PCTS algorithm and 

proposed algorithm which addresses precedence constraint 

task scheduling. PCTS algorithm is designed for 

homogeneous mult i core arch itectures whereas proposed 

algorithm is designed for Heterogeneous multi-core 

architectures. PCTS algorithm focuses on dependent tasks 

set, whereas proposed algorithm can processed dependent as 

well as independent tasks in the task set.    
Context switching is low in both the algorithms as 

they are working on Multicore platform. Ut ilization of core 

seems to be high in proposed algorithm as case studies are 

having independent along with dependent.   
 

 

Table 4.6: Overall Analysis of Proposed Algorithm and PCTS Algorithm  

Terms  Proposed Algorithm PCTS Algorithm 

Core  Multicore  Multicore  

Core type  Heterogeneous Homogeneous 

Task Set Type  Dependent + Independent Dependent only 

Context S witch  Low Low 

Avg. Waiting Time  5-10 % increase Low 

Avg. Turnaround Time  Low Low 

Utilization of Processing Unit  High  Moderate 

Conclusion 
Problem of precedence cons traint tasks can be 

solved more effectively with this approach. This dissertation 

proposes new scheduling policy which addresses precedence 

and successor based task scheduling considering dependent 

as well as independent task into consideration on the system 

of mult ikernel multi-core processing platform which has 

more than one kernel. Scheduling policy is simulated for 

heterogeneous quad core processing platform of which one 

core is reserved for computations by admission controller 

which deals with analysis  and classification of tasks. Rest 

three cores are being used for scheduling the task set. 

Scheduling strategy differs for tasks which are dependent 

one or more preceded task and successor tasks as well. 

However same problem of Independent task scheduling is 

addressed. PCTS algorithm addresses only on dependent 

tasks and it schedule them on multicore mult ikernel 

environment.  
Results are compared with PCTS algorithm; it is 

observed that case studies which are performed as part of 

this dissertation shows average waiting time has been 

increased up to 5-10% because dependent as well as 

independent tasks are taken into consideration so core 

utilizat ion can also get increase. However it should be noted 

that both the average waiting time will vary if number of 

cores are changed as impacts concurrency. Concurrency can 

be increased on account of dependent and independent tasks 

in task set in some cases with increase in number of core 

count. Different processing powers heterogeneous cores will 

help to improve performance of real t ime systems.  
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